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Be a Quiz Whiz!
For each question below, fill in the circle next to the correct answer.

1.	According to the article, American Indians
used bison for all of the following except ___.
A transportation
C shelter
B food
D clothing
2.	Which quote from the article best supports the
claim that bison are considered the first animal
conservation success story in the U.S.?
A “President Barack Obama signed a law to
make the bison our national mammal.”
B “Bison once roamed much of the U.S.”
C “Today, about 500,000 bison live in
protected areas and on ranches.”
D “‘It’s a great symbol for a great country.’”
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3. 	Which of the following statements about the
Paralympics is true?
A They are the Olympics for athletes who
have physical disabilities.
B They include completely different sports
than the Olympics.
C They take place before the Olympics.
D They are held in a different country than
the Olympics.
4. 	Which of the following happened first?
AD
 artanyon Crockett won a bronze medal
at the London Paralympics.
B Crockett learned about judo.
C Crockett was a high school wrestler.
D Crockett got Leber’s disease.
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5. 	At its national convention, a political party ___.
A picks its presidential candidate
B officially elects the new president
C celebrates its candidate’s victory in the
presidential election
D holds debates between candidates
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6. 	In the article, the author gives information
about all of the following except ___.
A how the main candidates for president
will campaign to win the election
B what the candidates think about the
biggest issues facing the country
C what the candidates were like as kids
D previous jobs the candidates had
7. 	Based on the article, which of the following is
true about all U.S. presidents?
A They all held public office before they
were elected president.
B They all served in the military.
C They have all been successful in business.
D They have all been men.
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8. 	What is the article mainly about?
A a day in the life of a firefighter
B how Louie Cacchioli became a firefighter
C a firefighter who helped rescue people
from the Twin Towers on 9/11
D a memorial that honors the heroes of 9/11
9. 	Which detail best supports the main idea of
the article?
A “That day is known as 9/11.”
B “Huge chunks of metal, glass, and other
debris rained down.”
C “He and hundreds of other rescue workers
went into the towers.”
D “In total, nearly 3,000 people died on 9/11.”
10. 	What is Cacchioli referring to when he says
“I don’t want that to be forgotten”?
A how he rescued people on 9/11
B where the 9/11 attacks took place
C what the Twin Towers looked like
D how rescue workers came together to help
one another on 9/11
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